
FINAL CURTAIN

I was absolutely heartbroken to hear of the passing of dear Michael. I've
known Angela and Michael for nearly forty years having met through TODS,
and they have been lifelong and devoted friends. Michael was such an
energetic, vital, positive, kind, helpful, intelligent, witty, funny, somtimes
cutting, caring man who lived life to the full and loved every minute of it
and he will be so missed by all who knew him. He and Angela were the
ideal unit - utterly devoted and endlessly happy, they cherish their beautiful
family and can't do enough for Kate, Will and their three precious
grandchildren.
Michael brought his incredible vivacity and verve to TODS where
he performed many roles - on stage and backstage, acting, singing, and
directing as well as helping with props, set building, painting, set
deconstruction, carting van loads of costumes, flats, props etc back and
forth between Town Hall and store. So many times Michael was among the
last people at the end of a set breakdown decanting equipment from the
van to the store on a Sunday afternoon. TODS have missed Michael and
Angela ever since they retired and suddenly realise how incredibly reliable,
hard working and giving they were to the society.
I have enjoyed working alongside Michael in many productions - always
great fun to have among the cast and always very kindly encouraging
and helpful, he was a joy to work with. One of my favourite plays was Ladies
Who Lunch which Michael directed. I played a loud mouthed Australian
who had a beaut of a line that Michael and I were still laughing about only
a couple of months ago! And one my favourite acting performances of
Michael's was as Dad in Whistle Down the Wind which was a Youth Theatre
production. He adopted a perfect Yorkshire accent and developed a
lovely relationship with the 3 children,  who discover a man in their barn
and believe him to be Jesus. The final scene in the burnt out barn with the
big white cross painted on the wall was really touchingly delivered by
Michael.
My heart goes out to Angela and the family for their tremendous loss.
Michael - we love you and salute you,

  Heather Coles
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I am deeply sorry to
report the very sad
passing of a man who
has had a far greater
influence on TODS than
any other, Michael
Patrick.
Inside you will read his
obituary and many
comments from just
some of the people who had the good fortune to know him.  There is also
another chance to read his contribution to the “This is Their Life” page which
featured back in November 2018.
On a personal note I am indebted to Michael for introducing me to the
world of amateur dramatics. I  remember how he taught me to be stage
drunk in Day of Reckoning, “Don’t overdo it Baz, you’re sober in act 2”.  He
persuaded me to audition for the part while he was manning the TODS plate
smashing stall at the May Fair - “You’ve got the voice for it” he said.  I was
always totally in awe of his energy and total commitment to whatever task
confronted him.  If committee meetings were dragging on Michael would
often pipe up with “Well time to wrap it up, there’s football on telly”, he was
a Millwall fan if I remember correctly, and of course they were rarely on tv.
He was a serious loss when he retired, and a much greater loss now.  RIP



ACT ONE
         SNIPPETS

  Register
The warmest best wishes from
TODS to the following folk who
have birthdays in  October

● Jean Smith   14th
● Jane Barton  14th
● Angela Patrick 16th
● Sally Klemen 26th
● Claire Merrifield 28th
● Colin Barnes  30th

If you would like a birthday or
anniversary acknowledged in
these pages send an email to
newsletter@tods.me.uk

CATS
It is with regret that we are having to postpone
Cats the Musical for a second time until October
'21!
Throughout the difficult decision-making process,
we have had to focus on the required rehearsal
time for such an intricate show to ensure we stage
something that surpasses the success of other
shows in the past.
However, what remains most important is the
safety of our loyal audience members, cast and
crew. We just don't want to put anyone at risk in
any way, shape or form.
With this, we will also postpone the
commencement of rehearsals until after
Christmas and the New Year when guidelines are
a little clearer and hopefully remove some of the
restrictions which would take away from the
overall rehearsal process enjoyment.
We thank you all for your patience and the TOD's
committee members wish everyone well.
We WILL come back stronger than ever, that is a
promise.

The TODS ZOOM QUIZ will go ahead as planned on Sunday 25th at 7.00pm.

The Log in details are as follows:

Meeting ID: 830 2208 0238
Password:  755814

The quizmaster has promised to make it fun.  It would help with the fish and chip order if
we knew how many are attending, so if you could drop a note to
todsnewsletter@gmail.com that would be appreciated.

You will notice that the diary is
not present on the back page,
this is simply because 2020 has
unfortunately been cancelled .
Hopefully it will start to fill
again in the new year.

ACT TWO
Just a few of your comments

I was saddened by your email this morning about Michael. He was always so very kind and
helpful whenever I came to visit TODS. He and Angela worked well together in our theatre
world , he as Treasurer and Angela Secretary and I always enjoyed their performances beit
serious or comedy and panto at Benenden. Michael will be sorely missed. Kindly express
on behalf of NODA SE our sincere sympathy and love to Angela and his family.

One memory to share was when I arrived at the Sinden one night and there were no
tickets for me and we always joked about it!                      Anne Lawson - NODA

Any show that Michael was connected with was made better by his presence. He did not
suffer fools gladly and he had a wicked sense of humour, which always made me smile,
even if the joke was directed at me. I am so sad he is gone. With love,   Kathy Gibbs

Absolutely devastated at Michael’s death, having known Michael and Angela for some 45
years. He and Angela have been absolutely stalwart members of TODS and played such a
crucial and important part in the society for many years as Treasurer & Secretary
respectively.
Michael also did most of the purchasing of wine and drinks for sale at production
performances and social events and  ensured the drinks and glasses were taken from the
store to the Town Hall or other venues and made sure Front of House were alright.
Similarly with the programmes
  Not only was he a long time committee member / treasurer but he also trod the boards
most recently in May 2019 production of ‘Habeas Corpus’ where he spent most of the
production standing on a chair with his head in a noose !!!
Not only did he act and sing but also directed several productions.  As well as all these
accomplishments Michael did a huge amount of work backstage over the years – Stage
Manager, ASM, general help when required, set construction and set building. He was hugely
energetic and very reliable, particularly in the rather frantic ‘get-in’ & strike weekends before
and after productions in the various venues TODS had to use.  He always kept an eye on the
store and organised the regular clear outs, always being there to help with the hard work.
Sally Klemen

It was Michael who persuaded me to join the committee only about a year after I joined
and thus got me more involved in TODS.  I got to know him better over the next few years
and always found him friendly and helpful.  He was always straight to the point, which
suited me well and never-failingly friendly.   Peter Huxley

We are so saddened by the loss of Michael. He loved panto and was an enthusiastic and
loyal supporter of our own as well as our other productions. We shall miss his heckling! We
shall miss Michael - oh yes, we will. Woodchurch Players
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 INTERVAL
KDA recognition

Taken from the July 2019
newsletter:
Our warmest, heart felt
congratulations to Michael
and Angela Patrick who
received a Lifetime
Achievement Award (a silver
rose bowl) for Services to
Amateur Drama in Kent.
Thank you to Vernon Reeve
who  gave a lovely speech
and the Adjudicator Charles
Evans who presented the
award and the framed
certificate.

I've actually made a list of words which leapt to mind when thinking about Michael:-
Reliable; Dedicated; Hard Working; Thoughtful; Organized; Welcoming;  Caring - Son,
Husband, Father Grandfather, Friend; Optimistic; Not put down by reversals of fortune; Did
not always "suffer fools gladly"; A sense of humour; Enjoyed Life.
The whole business is tragic. To say he will be missed is a gross understatement. I really feel
for Angela, Kate, Will and the grand-kids.  With retched Covid it makes it all seem so much
worse. We will not be able to give Michael the send off he deserves.
Plays Michael Directed :-
First I recall was a "Murder Mystery Evening" in June '01, followed by
 "Ladies Who Lunch" Oct '01  (Which had the classic line " I'm so hungry I could eat a low
flying duck.") And then…..
"My Friend Miss Flint" Oct '03,   "Kindly Leave the Stage" Apr 06
"Day of Reckoning" Oct '07   "The Chalk Garden" Apr '12
"Wife After Death" Oct '15   "Entertaining Angels" Apr '17

Brian Fagg

There are not many people in this world that have such fire, laughter, and good humour.
Such fun to work with and act with. He certainly got things done. Michael will be missed
very much by a lot of people.         Lynne Andrews

DRESS CIRCLE
THIS WAS HIS LIFE…

From this vantage point up in the Gods we are able to look down upon the TODS community.
This month we look again at the life Michael Patrick told us about in  November 2018

I was born in East Dulwich, South London, some five months after the start of WWII before
moving to Peckham in time to watch German fighter planes and bombers wreaking havoc on
London.Having survived the war I passed my 11+ and attended Wilson’s Grammar School in
Camberwell which celebrated its 400th foundation anniversary in 2015.
I moved to Tenterden with Angela, my wife of 2 years, in 1968 and commuted from Headcorn
to the Stock Exchange in the City for many years.
I joined TODS in late 1980’s to help with back stage work and set construction, which at that
time was managed by John Butcher who showed a raw amateur like me how to put together
sets which did not bend or wobble. From this I gradually progressed to walk-ons, stage
management and even prompt which tests anybody’s mettle.
My favourite part was playing the Dame in a Benenden Players pantomime, Goldilocks & the
Three Bears which came about when I attended a workshop and was asked what type of part
I would like and, on replying a villain was given the part of the Dame. Such is life!
My least favourite part is difficult but I suppose it would be General Haigh in Oh! What A
Lovely War as I could not grasp the intricacies needed to do the part justice?
My hobbies are golf and, when required, looking after my grandchildren which I am delighted
to do and is always a pleasure.
My first car was a black Ford Popular 100E, registration number XXP781.
An outstanding item on my bucket list is to see my eldest granddaughter marry but I may
have to survive many more years in order to achieve it.
The only person of any note I have met was the Archbishop of Southwark when we passed
each other at my dentist surgery in Peckham.  The dentist remarked at the time, ”A capitalist
leaves as a Socialist arrives.”

Very sad news about Michael Patrick. He was such a nice friendly guy and a real driving force
in the TODS fraternity.
We almost took it for granted that he would always be there to support a production. I spent
many a long hour clearing up scenery and carting things to and fro with Michael. He was such
a linchpin for the society it’s hard to image how we will survive without him.
He had that disarmingly confrontational sense of humour which always made me feel as
though I’d done something wrong and as I always thought that I was probably guilty, I fell for
his absolving smile every time!               David Richardson

(We look forward to reading David’s “life” in the next newsletter)
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STAGE RIGHT

MICHAEL
I joined TODS in 1995,
25 years ago. I was
immediately made to
feel welcome by Angela
and Michael and we
became the best of
friends.Michael always
worked tirelessly on
behalf of TODS. He was
of course our treasurer
for many years but he
did so much more than
look after the books.He
acted, sang, directed,
worked backstage and
was always the last to
leave at every get in
and get out for a show.
We only realised the
full extent of what
Michael and Angela did
for us when they

retired from their roles last year. It took a whole committee to share out their tasks
and even then we could not match them for efficiency!
Michael was the very best of men. Everyone who came into contact with him had
their lives enriched. He was witty, sharp, sympathetic and above all, incredibly kind.I
have so many memories of being in shows with him, singing, acting and even dancing
, always with good humour and bonhomie.
Michael and Angela have made the most wonderful partnership. Two halves of a
whole, they have had a long and happy marriage. They were both incredibly family
orientated and also devoted friends.
I shall miss Michael more than I can say as I know many others will . I feel incredibly
lucky to have known him for 25 years.
Fiona Murch

STAGE LEFT

PATRICK
Behind a look that was
sometimes stern,
there lived a man who
worked and lived for
others in a way that
we others came to
understand and
appreciate more and
more as we got to
know him. The
sudden smile and the
twinkle in the eye
betrayed the warmth
and kindness that
Michael almost
seemed to want to keep hidden. For many years an old lady in our street had
deteriorated mentally to such an extent, that she needed constant care from a live-in
carer. I would visit her from time to time, but it was almost by chance that I
discovered that Michael, who had only to see that her carers were being paid, was
quietly going in for frequent regular visits purely out of kindness and compassion, his
light very firmly under a bushel.
TODS were immensely fortunate to have the dream team of Michael and Angela as
the backbone of the society for more than twenty years. You can’t think of one without
the other, but for Michael, whether it was his prize-winning performance in Habeas
Corpus, his utterly reliable work in set-building, front of house, directing and general
ability to get things done, or his work as Treasurer and a vital member of the
committee, he was a constant element in the growth and success of TODS over so
many years. His love and support for his family was something special and something
the outside world perhaps came to know a little better through Angela’s autobiography.
We, who were privileged to know him, will for ever be grateful that he was part of our
lives and that we were able to share in the brighter happier and fuller world that he
created for us all.

Raymond Crawfurd.


